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Lexis® Argument Analyser

What if you could feel confident that your case law research 
has met the brief, but get there much faster? 

Having a holistic, robust, and real-time view of case law is a 
key factor in delivering the best outcomes for your clients.                 
Yet ensuring that those hard-to-find cases aren’t overlooked 
can require complex and time-consuming legal research. 

Lexis Argument Analyser is an efficiency solution powered  
by artificial intelligence (AI) that enhances your case law research 
by swiftly unearthing deep insights in relation to your matter.

Simply upload a passage from any legal document into 
Lexis Argument Analyser to retrieve relevant case 
recommendations, analysis of cited cases, and mapping 
of the salient legal issues contained in your document. 

These results are returned in one secure dynamic dashboard, 
ready for you to review and download.

See deep case law research results in minutes, not hours.

“Lexis Argument Analyser has become an 
essential part of my legal research tool kit.     

No more guessing what combination of words 
will yield results! I am saving a significant 
amount of time in research which, in turn,         
is having a positive effect on my practice.” 

 
Cheryl Richardson, Barrister, Victorian Bar

Your Free Demonstrat ion 

If you would like a demonstration 

of Lexis Argument Analyser,        

scan the QR Code to book g
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About LexisNexis Legal & Professional

LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of legal, regulatory and business 

information and analytics that helps customers increase productivity, improve decision 

making and outcomes, and advance the rule of law around the world. As a digital pioneer, 

the company was the first to bring legal and business information online with its Lexis® 

and Nexis® services. LexisNexis Legal & Professional, which serves customers in more than 

160 countries with 10,400 employees worldwide, is part of RELX, a global provider of 

information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers.

To book your demo, scan the QR code

Want to feel certain that your legal research is complete? 

See on-point case recommendations, citation analysis and downloadable authorities instantly 
delivered within an intuitive dashboard.

Instead of requiring multiple or successive keyword searches, Lexis Argument Analyser responds to the information you 
submit, making relevant recommendations on case law and legal issues based on an analysis of your matter. 

The solution combines analyses from CaseBase® (case treatment data, catchwords and cases referring to cited cases)          
and extracts cited paragraphs so that you can easily view and evaluate the cited authorities in your passage.  

Case and legislation authorities are delivered in full-text format and may be downloaded individually or as a batch,  
so you can 

P read on the go P attach to a brief, or

P transfer to a court bundle P share with colleagues.


